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Abstract

Groups often have chosen characters who epitomise what it means to be a member that particular collective. They become symbols of the group’s identity. These characters are idealized and standards of acceptable and unacceptable behaviour are judged based on them. This paper attempts to examine how these characters are chosen to represent the group. It questions whether this is an organic or political process, arguing for the latter. Taking the example of recent political developments of Sri Lanka, the current work tries to delineate how the Sinhala Buddhist identity rooted in the historical narratives around the Just King Dutugemunu was replaced by the narrative of the King Ravana and the *Yakkas* (loosely translated as demons). The paper contrasts these characters and attempts to decipher what it means for the shape and form of Sinhala Buddhist identity and its interactions with other communities in this conflict prone island.

Speaker Bio

Ramila Usoof earned a doctorate in Psychology with a specialization in the psychology of peace and violence from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst in the US. Currently, she works at the Department of Psychology, University of Peradeniya in Sri Lanka. Her research interests broadly focus on intergroup conflict and its aftermath. On one hand she tries to understand the moral underpinnings of conflict asking the question why is harm possible in such settings when in general harm is considered to be a severe moral transgression. On the other hand she also focuses on the aftermath of conflict, particularly focusing on psychosocial wellbeing of communities that have experienced war and the role of memory in post war settings.
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